SERVER
MIGRATION
PROJECT
A new client approached us with an interesting business issue. They had a legacy IT system running Novell
GroupWise and Netware which has been unsupported for many years. They needed an IT partner that was not
only able to work with this technology but have the necessary skills to migrate to a system that would enhance the
business for many years.

There were problems with their Internet provider and
they had no internal knowledge on how to resolve. They
were in post-production for a children’s program in
CBBC and could not afford downtime so planning was
important to their business.

We identified a weekend that we could all agree and
made sure the internet provider was on-board with all
the critical changes required. We completed the whole
project and the business was up and running Monday
morning without disruption.

Customer Background
Our customer is well-established video production
company based in Buckinghamshire.

Business Benefit
Yellowspring has proved to be the reliable and
knowledgeable IT provider they had been looking
for and consequently our client no longer has the
worries concerning their IT system and can focus on
their business and customers. The business now has
a reliable up to date platform and that will help their
business to grow in the future.

Solution
After the initial discussions we quickly identified a plan
that was agreed by all parties. Having spoken to the
broadband provider we were able to identify the issues
and discuss a plan to migrate them to a new platform.
We recommended a new Windows 2012 solution
running virtual servers to maximise the investment. Due
to the nature of the business downtime was going to be
an issue.

Further Information
For further information regarding managing IT for your business please contact us on
020 3507 1922 or email info@yellowspring.co.uk
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